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● A free and open-source software platform to archive, share, and cite 
research data
○ Focus on data sharing and making data available

● Provides data repository software that can be installed at institutions
○ Supports research communities for entire countries (NO, NL)

● Developed at Harvard’s Institute for Quantitative Social Science (IQSS) 
with contributions from the Dataverse community
○ 122 contributors to the software
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69 institutions around the globe run Dataverse 
installations as their official data repository

dataverse.org



Metrics

https://dataverse.org/metrics (29 Dataverse installations)

8.2k dataverse 
collections

36.7 M 
downloads

62.5k datasets
1.01M files



Presentation agenda

1. Data sharing at Dataverse repositories
2. Documentation and guidelines
3. Reproducibility and reuse
4. Open questions, research and development



Data sharing



Data sharing

● Stand-alone or institutional 
account for depositing data
○ Dataverse installation account
○ GitHub, Google, ORCID, 

University credentials
● Two approaches for data sharing:

○ Via UI in the web browser
○ Via API (command line or 

Dataverse Software clients) 



Dataverse Software Clients

All clients are open-source and available on GitHub.

A client is an application that connects to and communicates with the 
remote Dataverse installation to transfer or manage data through the API.

dataverse-client-python dataverse-client-r dataverse_api

pyDataverse dataverse-client-javascript dataverse-client- java



Dataverse collection and datasets

● A dataverse collection is a 
collection of datasets and/or 
other collections

● Individuals, institutes or journals 
may have own dataverse 
collections

https://murray.harvard.edu
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Replication dataset

● Replication dataset - a bundle of 
data, code and other files needed 
to reproduce a published study



Replication dataset

● Replication dataset - a bundle of 
data, code and other files needed 
to reproduce a published study

Center for Open Science 
Badges

Code, documentation 
and other files

Dataset metrics



Support for multiple metadata standards

Rich support for 
metadata standards in 
human and machine 

readable formats.



Variable metadata from 
tabular data files

Tabular files and variable metadata



Tabular files and variable metadata

Variable search

155 variables



Tabular files and variable metadata
Extensive variable 

metadata (descriptive 
statistics) automatically 

derived from tabular data 
file in DDI format



Data sharing
Summary

● Dataverse data repository 
software

● Versatile support for data 
sharing via UI and the clients

● Extensive support in the 
repository for data, variables 
and metadata



Documentation 
and guidelines



Documentation and guidelines

The Dataverse Project team maintains 
an extensive set of guidelines for 
repository managers, developers    
and users. 

Dataverse Community meetings

● projects.iq.harvard.edu/dcm2021
● June 15-17, 2021

guides.dataverse.org 
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New guidelines

guides.dataverse.org 

*upcoming



Documentation and guidelines

● Each Dataverse installation may have 
local documentation and support

● At Harvard, user training is organized 
by the Harvard Library and IQSS Data 
Curation Services

support.dataverse.harvard.edu



Documentation and guidelines

● Each Dataverse installation may have 
local documentation and support

● At Harvard, user training is organized 
by the Harvard Library and IQSS Data 
Curation Services

● Video guides on YouTube

support.dataverse.harvard.edu

*WIP



Documentation 
and guidelines

Summary

● Documentation and 
guidelines (global) are actively 
maintained

● Institutional guidelines, 
support and training



Reproducibility 
and reuse



Reproducibility and reuse

● Reproducibility: “obtaining 
consistent computational results 
using the same input data, steps, 
code, and conditions of analysis”

● Conducted large scale analysis to 
examine execution and quality of R 
and Python code

● We retrieved replication datasets 
from Harvard Dataverse repository 
and R code was re-executed in a 
pre-installed Docker container

 

National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. Reproducibility and replicability in science. National Academies Press, 2019.
Trisovic, Ana, et al. "A large-scale study on research code quality and execution." arXiv preprint arXiv:2103.12793 (2021).
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Reproducibility and reuse

Trisovic, Ana, et al. "Repository Approaches to Improving Quality of Shared Data and Code." Data 6.2 (2021): 15.
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Reproducibility and reuse

Trisovic, Ana, et al. "Repository Approaches to Improving Quality of Shared Data and Code." Data 6.2 (2021): 15.

It is hard to                  
re-execute “old” code and 
even harder to reuse it



Reproducibility and reuse

Trisovic, Ana, et al. "A large-scale study on research code quality and execution." arXiv preprint arXiv:2103.12793 (2021).

Re-execution of 
original code

Code cleaning 
step



Reproducibility and reuse

Trisovic, Ana, et al. "A large-scale study on research code quality and execution." arXiv preprint arXiv:2103.12793 (2021).

Many code errors can be avoided by 
capturing library dependencies and 
testing code in a clean environment



Journals with 
stricter data 
policies have 
higher rate of 
executable 
code



Integration with reproducibility 
platforms

● New cloud tools have emerged to support 
collaborative work and research reproducibility 
by capturing code dependencies inside a web 
browser 

● Dataverse software integration with 
reproducibility platforms allows: 
○ Importing new research data with necessary 

libraries
○ Exporting and reusing the existing data

Trisovic, Ana, et al. "Advancing computational reproducibility in the Dataverse data repository platform." P-RECS’20.



In-browser view 
of the CodeOcean 
platform

Figure credit: tech.cornell.edu/newscodeocean.com
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Example: Jupyter Binder and 
Harvard Dataverse 
repository



Example: Jupyter Binder and 
Harvard Dataverse 
repository

mybinder.org 



Example: Jupyter Binder and 
Harvard Dataverse 
repository

Jupyter Binder 
creates runtime 
environment for 

research code

mybinder.org 



https://mybinder.org 

Example: Jupyter Binder and 
Harvard Dataverse 
repository

Anyone can explore 
data, make direct 

changes in the code 
or data



Reproducibility versus reuse

Button click
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Reproducibility versus reuse

Button click



Research and prototype projects

Research reproducibility test at 
upload



Research and prototype projects

Research reproducibility test at 
upload

Code readability assessment 

Bahaidarah, Layan, et al. "Toward Reusable Science with Readable Code and Reproducibility." (to appear)



Reproducibility 
and reuse

Summary

● A large-scale study sheds light 
on reproducibility challenges

● Integrations with cloud tools 
facilitate software capture

● Further development focuses 
on reuse 



Open questions, 
research and 
development



Open questions, research and development

● DDI – Cross Domain Integration (DDI-CDI) 
○ Planning to implement cross-domain metadata to facilitate merging 

data files 
○ Controlled vocabularies for each variable 

● Will incorporate software metadata 
○ Enabling licencing, attribution and software dependency 

● Global Dataverse Community Consortium (GDCC) - facilitates Dataverse 
community efforts, and supports Dataverse repositories around the world
○ GDCC working groups are formed to tackle the open questions
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Software, workflows and containers working group

● SWC (swc.gdcc.io) - identifies requirements and undertakes developments 
to support research software and reproducibility at the Dataverse Project
○ We welcome new members!
○ One solution for containers:

Data 
repository

Container 
registry

Data and code 
as usual

Container image
Container recipe

https://github.com/gdcc/swc.wgs.gdcc.io


Conclusion

● The Dataverse Project creates research data repository software
● Ongoing support and ongoing enhancements for descriptive metadata for 

datasets and variable metadata for tabular files
● Research is conducted to: 

○ examine common practices, 
○ identify shortcomings of existing approaches and 
○ new software developments

● Further development include supporting dissemination of emerging 
computational components, such as workflows and containers, with 
specific metadata, tools and infrastructure
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Thank you!

Email: anatrisovic@g.harvard.edu
GitHub & Twitter: atrisovic 
Dataverse Project: https://dataverse.org/contact


